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1. Changing of CSS
It was decided to change both the CSS of the website and mobile web page. Then it will be tested by using projector also.
Because, last time it was varied from the desktop to projector.
CONCLUSION: “Go Green” has chosen as the concept for the CSS template.
ACTION: Siblee will work on the CSS for web page and Atif will make the CSS for mobile web page.

2. Testing
It was decided in the meeting that the solution has to be tested for bugs. If any templates are available, then that will be used
to report the bugs.
CONCLUSION: Soumya and Haroon will test the web page and Sriram will test the mobile version. A consolidated report
of all the bugs will be created by Sriram.
ACTION: Sriram to check with the supervisor if any templates are already available .

3. Analysis on language change
Although not part of the scope of the project, the team thought it will be definite value addition if the user can changed the
language of the website.
CONCLUSION: The team is not sure if it is feasible and it is not on the top of the priority list.
ACTION: Atif and Umair will do this analysis.

4. Documentation
Post development, there are lots of documentation work to be done.
CONCLUSION: Haroon will take the responsibility for documentation and will be supported by other team mates.
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5. Twitter
Now, all the post are made under the account “WannaBikeMDH”. It was decided in the meeting the post should be go under
every user account in twitter. But there are many challenges if it has to be developed. So, again it is a matter of feasibility
analysis.
CONCLUSION: Soumya will do the feasibility study.
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